UTTARAKHAND TOURISM DEVELOPMENT BOARD (UTDB),
PT. DEEN DAYAL UPADHYAY, PARYATAN BHAWAN,
NEAR O.N.G.C. HELIPAD, NIMBUWALA,
GARHI CANTT, DEHRADUN – 248 003
Ph. 91-135-2559898, Fax. 91-35-2559988
No.

Dated 29th January 2020

2-6-1392/2019-20

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI) FOR SUPPLY, INSTALLATION AND MAINTANANCE OF
SKI LIFT IN DAYARA BUGYAL, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
Terms of Reference are given below.
Interested parties may seek clarification through E-mail: “utdbplanning@gmail.com” with CC to
“procurement.utdb@gmail.com”.
A pre-submission meeting is scheduled on 10th February 2020 at 2:30 PM at UTDB office, Garhi Cantt,
Dehradun. Those not able to attend in person, may also participate through teleconference /
videoconference. For this, kindly share the details in advance.
Based on the suggestions and inputs from the interested parties an appropriate selection process as per
Uttarakhand Procurement Rules, 2017 will be initiated.
Please submit Expression of Interest (EOI) to Chief Executive Officer, UTDB through e-mail to
“utdbplanning@gmail.com” with CC to “procurement.utdb@gmail.com” before 5:00 PM on 29th
February 2020.
Chief Executive Officer
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
1. UTDB Background:
(i)
Uttarakhand Tourism Development Board Act, 2001 was enacted “to promote Tourism
activities in the State of Uttarakhand in a regulated manner”. The Act mandated setting up
of a body called Uttarakhand Tourism Development Board, a corporate entity with
perpetual succession and common seal with powers subject to the said Act.
(ii)
With renaming of the State in 2006, the Board was renamed as Uttarakhand Tourism
Development Board. Thus, it is the highest body to advise Government on all matters
relating to tourism in the State. The statutory board is chaired by the Tourism Minister,
Govt. of Uttarakhand and Chief Secretary of Uttarakhand is its vice chairman. The
Principal Secretary Tourism acts as Chief Executive Officer. It also has five non-official
members from the private sector and experts in tourism related matters.
(iii)
The Board also functions as a regulatory and licensing Authority.
(iv)
Mission & Vision.
 To place Uttarakhand on the tourism map of the world as one of the leading tourist
destinations.
 To develop the manifold tourism related resources of the State in an environmentally
and socially responsible manner, with the active participation of the private sector and
the local host communities.
 To develop tourism as a major source of employment and income / revenue
generation and as a pivot of the economic and social development in the State.
2. Objective:

Proposed project is to setup ski lift at Dayra Bugyal in Uttarkashi District of Uttarakhand
State (India). This ski lift will facilitate development of tourism in the region and also
functioning of Skiing training centre.
Hence, this EOI to solicit information from
interested parties who may include manufacturers, authorised representatives and
authorised dealers.
3. Site Details:
Project report attached.
4. Site Inspection:
Guidance / assistance may be sought from Sr. Research Officer {(+91) 9411112385 or
utdbplanning@gmail.com}
5. Details to be submitted:
(i)
Company profile
(ii)
Directors / Partners profile
(iii)
Profile of Key Personnel
(iv)
Similar projects executed / being executed in Uttarakhand
(v)
Similar projects executed / being executed in India / overseas
(vi)
Financial Turnover for last 3 to 5 years
(vii)
Similar information regarding other members of JV / Consortium, if applicable.
(viii) Approach and Methodology for project execution including suggestions / comment.
(ix)
Details submitted should have proposed technology
(x)
Presentation of a simulation model is also desireable
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PROJECT

REPORT PROJECT ESTIMATE FOR PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL SKI AT DAYARA BUGYAL
UNDER EPC MODE

1.

BACKGROUND & PROJECT REPORT CONTEXT
This current report elucidates the proposal for implementing the
development tasks identified by the vision for development of school
ski at Dayra Bugyal for beginners.

2.

PROJECT SETTING
Set in the high meadows of the Uttarkashi, situated above the right bank
of the river Bhagirathi, en-route the pilgrimage to Gangotri, the
proposed project at Dayara Bugyal represents an opportunity to develop
a school ski training for the beginners by Nehru Institute of
Mountaineering in the pristine Himalayas in Northern India in
Uttarakhand State.
Dayara Bugyal is situated on the gentle slopes of a high ridge at an
altitude varying between 3200m and 3800m. While parts of the project
development area is covered with packed snow year round, the lower
reaches are lush grassy slopes with thick carpeting in the summer.
Dense oak and coniferous forests surround the project development
area offering tremendous opportunity for ski beginners as well as nature
tourism. The trained person will establish agencies for ski lovers in this
area that will attract thousands of tourists round the year. This will not
only develop local economy but will also generate employments to the
locals without migrating to the cities.

3.

UNIQUE ASPECTS OF SITE AND SETTING:
Located in the pristine Himalayas, drawing upon excellent natural
setting and visuals of snow-clad peaks
Significant area is available for developing ski-slopes for beginners to
advanced skiing activity (Ski slopes can be spread over an area of about
28 sq. km. and with altitude varying from 3200m to 3800m).. The
proposed area is potentially very well connected to regional, national,
and international tourist traffic.
Project development area is dominated by a wide expanse of
unobstructed grassland surrounded by temperate forests at lower
altitudes.
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Dayara Bugyal
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BHATWARI

UTTARKASHI

DEHRADUN

4.

LOCATION
The primary access to the destination is via Uttarkashi, which lies 418
km from Delhi. The nearest railhead is at Rishikesh, 192 km or
Haridwar, 223 km, and the nearest operational airport is at Jolly Grant,
between Rishikesh and Dehradun, 209 km from here. An airport at
Chinyalisaur, 73 km away, is under upgradation for landing of larger
commercial aircraft and should become the primary gateway for
tourists to the area.
The approach to Dayara Bugyal is from Bhatwari, on the National
Highway (NH-108). From here two routes to access the destination
are possible. Motorable access is possible to the villages of Barsu and
Raithal both about 10 km from Bhatwari located on either side of a
spur in the hillside. Dayara Bugyal is about 5 km from Barsu on-foot.
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A mule-track 8 km long also leads to Dayara Bugyal from Barsu.
Otherwise, the trek from Raithal is 6 km.

5.

SKI-LIFT
A ski lift is a machine for taking people to the top of a slope so that
they can ski down it. It is a machine, consisting of seats hanging down
from a continuously moving wire that carries people on skis to the top
of slopes, consists of a series of seats hanging down from
a moving wire. Generally it is a motor-driven conveyor consisting
usually of a series of bars or seats suspended from an overhead
moving cable and used for transporting skiers or sightseers up a
long slope.
Type of Ski Lift:1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Aerial tramway
Chairlift
Detachable chairlift
Funitel
Gondola lift
Cable Cars & Funiculars’
Drag Lifts. ...
Button (or POMA) Lifts.
T-Bar,
Rope Tows / Magic Carpets.

James Curran who was with Union Pacific's engineering department in
Omaha during the summer of 1936, installed for the first time a
Chairlift on Proctor Mountain, two miles (3 km) east of the famous
Bald Mountain, the primary ski mountain of Sun Valley resort since
1939.
Before chairlifts, poles were used to climb uphill. that is why skiers still
have poles, for climbing. Ancient skiing goes back 5000 years
(Norway) and its closest analog was cross country skiing.
The significance of detachable chairlift technology is primarily the
speed and capacity. Detachable chairlifts move far faster than their
fixed-grip brethren, averaging 300 Meters per minute (18 Km/h, 5.00
meter/s) versus a typical fixed-grip speed of 150 Meters/min (9 km/h,
2.50 m/s). The components of Ski Lift are:6|Page

Table showing Major ski lift components

Components
Description
Haul Rope
The lift cable that moves the carrier up to the hill
while supporting its weight & passenger
Terminals
Houses the motor. Gearbox. Auxiliary engine and
drive & safety circuitry
Towers
All other lift towers in line with the haul rope that
are not drive / return terminals
Carriers
The device on /in which customers ride (chairs,
gondola. Cabins, tram cabins, T- bars
Safety
Devices used to detect a cable coming off the
System
sheave wheels or to trigger breaking during
rollback
Ski lift towers are made of the components that help to support the haul
rope and carrier. The tower head consists of cross arm, sheaves in, and
support assembly. The haul rope, supported specifically by the support
assembly, is covered by the brittle bars and cable catcher in the event of
de-ropement, for bi-cable systems, there is both a haul rope and a
stationary track.

6.

AIM & OBJECTIVE OF SKING

6.1.

AIM
To expose the youth to nature, kindling the spirit of adventure,
develop personality, character, courage and confidence through
adventure sports.

6.2.

OBJECTIVE
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Promote adventure activities in the state.
Impart training on technical aspects of Mountaineering.
Hone Mountaineering skills of individuals.
Act as coordinating agency for National and International
Adventure activities and Winter games.
Create Environment awareness amongst youth.
Undertake rescue operations / search missions.
Character building.

7.

PROPOSED PROJECT SITE
Dayara Bugyal, located at an altitude varying between 3200m and
3800m represents the area with the potential for extensive skiing
opportunity, covered with snow ranging from 1 to 1.5 meters in depth
in the winter to expanses of verdant green grass and wild flowers in
the summers. With north-facing slopes that give a longer period of
snow-cover, a boulder-free surface for much of its large expanse of 28
square kilometres, and a range of slopes suitable for various categories
At an altitude of about 3000m on the route from the valley is a large
ledge with a small lake at Bharnala Tal. This area is also suitable for
skiing, and is presently being used as a small ski destination, with
facilities for training and beginners’ slopes, being operated by the
Uttarakhand Forest Development Corporation.
Further down, at another ledge perched above the villages of Barsu
and Raithal at an altitude of 2500m, is a large clearing at the edge of
the forest.
This location, called Methana by the locals, is presently used by the
villagers for grazing by their cattle, and is a suitable spot for the
development of residential facility for the trainers / skiers. this area is
accessible from both Barsu and Raithal, this area lies at the edge of the
reserve forest, and partly belongs to both, the panchayats of Barsu and
Raithal. Due to this, the land may be easily acquired for the proposed
development of accomodation for the skiers. The villages of Barsu
and Raithal are both at an altitude of about 2200m, and are the nearest
habitation in the area.
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View of Barsu village

8.

PROPOSED SCHOOL SKI ALIGNMENT
The technical team to finalize the school ski visited the proposed site on
10.08.2019. The team reached Uttarkashi on 09.08.2019 and.met Dr.
Ashish Chauhan, District Magistrate Uttarkashi, regarding proposed
development of Ski at Dayara bugyal. The technical team located a
suitable location for Surface Tow Ski Lift at Bharnala near the lake.
This TREK from Barsu to Bharnala is 4 kms long. The track is steep and
damaged due to rain and snow at some places. As of now the only access
to this future ski area is a walking route. Subsequently the team trekked
further 2 kms from Bharnala to reach Sheppard camp at edge of Dayara
Bugyal. The top of Dayara Bugyal could not be visited due to heavy rain,
slippery pathway and steep climb, but the team located suitable ski Lift
alignments from Sheppard camp area from where the Dayara Bugyal
(Bugyal means meadow) was visible.
During the descent towards Raithal village via Goi (Gokul) area which is
4 Km from Raithal, the team located two Surface Tow Ski Lift
alignments.
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Three following areas were located where skiing could be developed:1.

Dayara Bugyal ( Worst option)

2.

Goi (Gokul)

3.

Bharnala

9.

( NOT so good option )
( The Best option )

PROPOSED DAYARA SKI AREA
At Dayara two Ski Slopes are identified. Any one Ski Lift Slope can be
chosen initially and a surface ski lift can be provided for Skiers /
Tourists. Skiers and Tourists need to walk from nearest road head
Raithal or Barsu to ski slope area of Dayara Till such time the
Connectivity issue is resolved.
Ski Lift 1, Dayara
Length: 1500 m, Vertical Rise: 218 m
Coordinates: LTP: 30o 50’ 10.12” N, 78o 33’ 55.49” E,
05.44” N, 78o 33’ 00.17” E

Figure 1 Dayara SkiLift 1
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UTP: 30o 50’

Figure 2 Proposed Ski Slope at Dayara
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Dayara Ski Lift 1 & 2 UTP (Closer Google image)
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10. SKI LIFT 2, DAYARA
Length: 1370 m, Vertical Rise: 181
Coordinates: LTP: 30o 49’ 59.35” N, 78o 33’ 50.61” E,
05.44” N, 78o 33’ 00.17” E

Figure 3 Dayara SkiLift 2

11. SOME PICTURES FROM SITE:View from Dayara towards Barsu – Raithal
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UTP: 30o 50’

Dayara Bugyal at the Backgrond

12. NOTE ON DAYARA AREA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dayara Bugyal (meadow) is 9 kms from Barsu and Raithal through
trekking routes.
Two slopes were identified keeping UPPER TERMINAL POINT as
common. There are other locations which can be chosen.
As per local resident and guides snow falls on an average of 3.0 m to 4.5
m every year.
There are no trees in the proposed ski slope areas
It will be tough to the tourist to trek to this area ski and then return to a
suitable accommodation
This AREA should not be done independently, as the area is very
beautiful and should be taken up with a total master plan for whole
Dayara Bugyal meadow which is approx.. 3 kms x 3 kms.

Other ski areas which at the moment should be preferred and possible
with following conditions:1.

From Barsu the trek crosses Bharnala which is also identified as a ski
area.
a.
The Most preferred alignment would be from Barsu since it crosses
Bharanala which can be a good tourist spot, having a lake and Nag
temple. Additionally facilities of de-boarding / boarding can be
provided for skiers / tourist.
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2.

From Raithal the trek crosses Goi (also known as Gokul) which is also
identified as a ski area.

3.

For construction of lifts Material carriage may be a challenge, for both
these alignments. UNLESS the trek route is widened to accommodate
some kind of vehicle to carry / transport Civil material and equipments.

4.

For installation and operation of Material Ropeway a corridor is to be
cleared of trees and the cost would be prohibitive and will need
environmental clearance with tree cutting. It is estimated that there are
approximately 500 trees in the ropeway corridor (however exact number
can be known after actual counting). The average height of the trees is
ranging from 20 to 25 m.
For the time being, the following option can be adopted.

5.

The existing pathway from Barsu to Bharnala and Bharnala to Dayara is
steep and is damaged due rain, snow and lack of maintenance. Similar is
the case with the pathway from Raithal to Goi and Goi to Dayara. These
need to be repaired & widened and make it for a mountain vehicle to
transport goods.

6.

Barsu is approximately 30 Kms from Uttarkashi.

7.

There are 3 Hotels near proposed LTP Barsu like GMVN Hotel, Dayara
Resort, Bugyal sarai.

8.

Next to GMVN hotel there is Govt. Land suitable for LTP station.

9.

There are some developments for tourist which is not maintained and is
in bad condition, like pond with paddle boating and pathway for nature
walks.

13. PROPOSED GOI SKI AREA
a.

Ski Lift option 1- Goi
Length: 416 m, Vertical Rise: 91
Coordinates: LTP: 30o 49’ 02.84”N, 78o 34’ 48.22”E,
44.59”N, 78o 34’ 45.28”E
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UTP: 30o 48’

Goi Ski Lift 1
b.

Ski Lift 2 -Goi
Length: 600 m, Vertical Rise: 180
Coordinates: LTP: 30o 49’ 20.22” N, 78o 35’ 49.99” E,
58.56” N, 78o 34’ 36.84” E
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UTP: 30o 48’
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Proposed ski slope at GOI
c.
1.

Note on Goi Ski Area:Raithal is approximately 30 Kms from Uttarkashi.

2.

Presently there is no development there for tourist. .

3.

The tree height along the alignment is ranging from 20-25m.

4.

The pathway from Raithal to Goi has less gradient with compared to
Barsu Bharnala Pathway. The condition of the pathway is very bad. At
lot of places the steps are damaged due to rain and snow.

5.

The ski area gradient is too steep and not advisable to start for training
and beginners for a small ski lift.

6.

Ski Lift installation would be difficult because of steepness, the capacity
of drive will be more and very difficult to carry to site for installation.

7.

These are not viable options

14. PROPOSED BHARNALA SKI AREA
a.

Ski Lift , Bharnala
Length: 389 m, Vertical Rise: 53
Coordinates: LTP: 30o 50’ 25.57” N, 78o 34’ 36.63” E,
13.31” N, 78o 34’ 34.80” E
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UTP: 30o 50’

Bharnal Ski Lift Alignment View UTP towards LTP

Bharnala Ski Lift Alignment View LTP towards UTP

Bharnala lake and Nag temple
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Barsu village

BARSU Village

b.

Salient points on Bharnala Ski area:-

1.

The Bharnala area has open land of approx. 1 kms x 1/2 km.

2.

Forest resting hut are located nearby.

3.

Bharnala lake and Nag temple can be a good tourist attraction besides ski
lift which can be developed for summer

4.

Ski Lift can be of Surface tow type.

5.

Barsu is approximately 30 Kms from Uttarkashi.

6.

The pathway from Barsu to Bharnala has a steep climb. At lot of places
the steps are damaged due to rain and snow and needs repair.

7.

There are 3 Hotels near proposed LTP Barsu like GMVN Hotel, Dayara
Resort, Bugyal sarai.

8.

Next to GMVN hotel there is Govt. Land suitable for LTP station.

9.

There are some developments for tourist which is not maintained and is
in bad condition, like pond with paddle boating and pathway for nature
walks.

10.

From Barsu to Bharnala one has to TREK and it crosses a potential ski
area.
a. The Most preferred alignment would be from Barsu since it crosses
Bharanala which can be a good tourist spot, having a lake and Nag
temple.
b. Additionally facilities of boarding can be provided for skiers /
tourist. or the forest guest house can be used temporarily
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15. OTHER

IMPORTANT POINT
DEVELOPMENT IN THE REGION

1.

ON

THE

SKI

AREA

For construction of ski lift, Material carriage may be a challenge, for
ALL these alignments. UNLESS the trek route is widened to
accommodate some kind of vehicle to carry / transport Civil material and
equipment’s.
Alternately

2.

A material ropeway needs to be installed. For this installation and
operation of Material Ropeway a corridor is to be cleared of trees and
the cost would be prohibitive and will need environmental clearance with
tree cutting
It is estimated that there are approximately 500 trees in the ropeway
corridor (however exact number can be known after actual counting).
The average height of the trees is ranging from 20 to 25 m.
We should not consider this option for the time being.

3.

The existing pathway from Barsu to Bharnala and Bharnala to Dayara is
steep and is damaged due rain, snow and lack of maintenance. This needs
to be repaired to widen and make it for a mountain vehicle to transport
goods for further development in the area.

16. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed school ski lift will be 250 m long (expandable if required
in future) which will carry the skiers approximately to a vertical rise of
25-30 meters and the carrying capacity of the ski lift has been proposed
as 120 persons per hour with a maximum speed of 1.8 meter per second
(6.48 Km per Hour)..The proposed School ski shall be used for training
the beginner Skiers.
The mechanical / electrical components for assembling the proposed ski
lift are given below:-
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1

2
3
4
5
6

Ski LIFT 1 250 Mtr. Length approximate can vary as per site
conditions (Expandable if required in future)
Drive Unit - 4 kw Minimum with
1
Tension unit comprising of the Drive station
with tower & anchors and complete
Electrical Equipment
return Unit along with return unit tower
1
Line Towers Complete with Cross Arms,
as per supplier design
Pulleys 8 nos.
Cable (dia 12mm or more / 550m Minimum)
1 reel
Tow hangers
15 Minimum
Electrical Panel
1

7

Anchor bolts in the supplies

8

Drive

9

Generator

10

Civil Works & Transportation of Equipment

As per requirement

11

Miscellaneous (Spare parts )

As per requirement

12

Erection & Commissioning of School Ski
Lift
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From the Foreign
Supplier
Electrical / Hydraulic
10 KVA

1 Job
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